
Is AI a Valid Source?
What changes will AI Bring to your College Classroom?



Who am I to be 
talking about AI?

• Not a tech wiz!

• 27 years teaching Cegep, English and Humanities

• Teacher with Performa MTP 

• Interested in the overlap of tech and teaching

• Retired (more time to read articles about AI)

• Curating a CoP on LinkedIn,
Supporting Source Savvy Students

through a U of Sherbrooke Performa research project.

• Use the chat for questions, comments and resources!

• Use CoP on LinkedIn as a backchannel and continuation!

https://www.usherbrooke.ca/performa/en/communities-of-practice/supporting-source-savvy-students


ChatGPT: 
What is it?



ChatGPT: Why is 
it such a big deal 
for teaching?

• Game changer

• Does lots of tasks we ask 
students to do

• Hard to detect

• Can be wrong

• Problem with providing sources



ChatGPT: Can we just block it?

Yes, some schools are doing 
this.

Probably not effective 
(students have phones, 

iPads, laptops, etc.)

They can still use it at home. This is the new reality, 
teachers and students need 
to learn how to live with it.

ChatGPT is not 
the only AI tool, and more 

are coming.



Consensus: 
Difficult to 

Police

• Is this where we want to spend 
our time?

• There's an app for that, but so far 
not very accurate

• False positives

• False negatives

• Arms race on both sides

• Undermines trust



There are 
serious 
ethical issues 
surrounding 
the use 
of ChatGPT.

The makers outsourced work that went into 
the making of ChatGPT in questionable ways.

Large Language Models (LLM) have a big 
environmental footprint.

But even if you choose not to use it, you still 
need to understand it and be aware of how it 
can be used by students so you can think about 
your teaching in consequence of its existence.



ChatGPT: 
Is there 

an 
upside to 

this?

Potential tool for teaching and 
learning.

Teachers and pedagogical 
experts are talking about ways to 
do this. (More on this later!)



ChatGPT: 
Where should 
I start?

Try it or read about what it can do.

We need to understand its 
capabilities and limitations.

Integrate AI into your teaching as 
much as you are comfortable with. 
(minimum – discuss with students)



Poll in Zoom

2. As of this moment (on a scale of Yes, Maybe, No!)
what are the chances that you might consider using ChatGPT in your courses?

1. Have You tried ChatGPT? (No, A little, Hours of Fun!)



What can 
ChatGPT do?





Another Fun Example...









A new conversation...





Notice the 
essay-type 
format
with a 
conclusion!



It turned 
the 
information 
into a 
table!



It remembers what you already said earlier in the conversation.
It can change tone and style and even transform the information 
into a surprising format!



Sharon Coyle 2023cc



What is the 
problem with 
a witty 
storyteller?

What 
makes AI 
an 
unreliable 
source?



“Stochastic Parrot” -” Bender and colleagues (2021) coined the term ‘stochastic parrots’ for large language 
models with a huge database drawn largely or solely from the Internet. The Internet is overflowing with weird 
ideas about how learning works. The data in the system is therefore largely hogwash. Consequently, ChatGPT

probabilistically parrots back this nonsense when I prompt it with the critical review task.” (Lodge, 2023)

NOT a calculator –it guesses!

AI “hallucinates” –“generate[s] plausible facts” (Mollick, Practical Guide)





"Hallucinations"

Hallucinations
This is the term used for the 
surprisingly convincing pseudo-facts 
AI invents.





I have been trained on 
massive data sets.

My eagerness to 
answer is stronger 

than my ability to be 
right.

I am a Large Language
Model (LLM).



Bias
Bias Prompt
What are some issues of bias with the program?

Chat GPT's Response (edited)

ChatGPT, like any machine learning model, is trained on a large dataset of 
text, and can inherit the biases present in that data.
These biases can manifest in several ways, including:
•Gender bias: The model may generate text that is more likely to perpetuate stereotypes ...
•Racial bias: ... associates certain professions or traits with a specific race.
•Socio-economic bias: ..........................................................a specific socio-economic status.
•Geographical bias: ... .......................................................... a specific geographical location.
•Historical bias: .....................................................................a specific historical event.

It's important to note that these biases are not always intentional, but are rather an unintended consequence of 
the data the model was trained on. ...



Ethical 
Implications

• I find this trickier than it first looks.

• We already accept feedback and advice 
from AI tools for writing and content.

• Is it okay to use AI for generating an 
outline? What else?

• Copyright of the material used to train 
the bot is in question.

• Do we consider the environmental 
impacts?

• Can we accept the harm to workers?



What can 
teachers do?



Steps to 
Take to 
Make your 
Course AI 
Ready

Think about your course 
objectives and how they align 
with things like fact retrieval 

versus critical thinking, analysis, 
reflection on individual human 

experience, etc.

You might want to rethink some 
activities and assessments.

You might want to think about 
ponderation and how much time 
you are asking your students to 
spend on work (are you pushing 

them into situations were 
cheating feels like the only 

option?)

Make time for discussions about 
ethics, learning, growth mindset 

(the idea isn’t simply to complete 
the task for the grade, but to 

acquire skills and knowledge).

Include a policy statement about 
AI in your course outline and 

discuss it with students. Explain 
your expectations for your 

course.



What is your 
AI policy?

The following are examples of 
statements for three different 

stances towards AI use (generated 
by ChatGPT).

Include a statement (on your 
syllabus or course website) outlining 

your vision of acceptable use.



Statements about ChatGPT generated by ChatGPT.



My AI Policy for the Performa EDI course I am currently teaching.

Link to Full Policy

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vS-yig5eGrA74aLDwIPzkp7xTrKM_D73gw3cPdNZ8kQjts6gKtlwBDVVqTudjn0ifhkGuvN1xgz-2ph/pub


Ways to use 
ChatGPT
in the 
classroom...



Ideas 
in circulation 

on the 
web...



(Miller, 2022)



Ways for teachers to use AI

Improving transfer 
(multiple example)

Recall –get students to 
recall from memory 

information they found 
using AI

Teaching how to 
evaluate (AI acts as a 

student)
Rhetorical analysis

Peer review of AI texts 
(example, groups rank AI 
responses according to 

criteria generated by the 
class)

Revise AI texts
Spot the AI (get the class 

to guess which of two 
texts was AI generated)

Refine prompts Debate partner
Dual assignments (to 
use or not use, that is 

the question)



Ways for students to use AI

Write things (consider ethics), get good at composing promptsWrite

Help with any task (steps, suggestions, outlines, brainstorming)Help

Solve writer’s blockSolve

Ask for advice to improve your writing (form, content, audience specific)Ask

Summarize texts, then ask follow-up questionsSummarize

Simplify concepts (then ask for variations, ex. -for a ten-year-old)Simplify

Explain errorsExplain



“If we're 
willing to use 
AI in our work 

right now, 

it's only going 
to become 

more 
commonplace 

in the 
future.”

(Miller, 2022)



Strategies 
to (try to) 
avoid AI...

Alternatives to writing (mind maps, Venn diagrams, 
videos, podcasts, presentations)

Creative demonstrations of learning

Topics outside of AI (current –after 2021- and local 
events)

Writing based on human experience (student’s 
perspective)

In-class writing

Reflection on the product that shows evidence of 
learning (AI assisted or not)

“Tweak assignments so they require 
more synthesis, personal exploration, 
and examination, or discussion of the 
learning/writing/research process...
ChatGPT cannot do this kind of work 
for your students, making it virtually 
impossible for them to rely upon it for 
all the answers.” (Prochaska, 2023)



Wrap Up!







AI is a disruptor we need to learn to live with.

ChatGPT, and other tools like it, will have negative impacts in 
terms of traditional at home essays and for information 
retrieval tasks, and in the ethical implications of its use.

However, our students will need to deal with a world where 
AI is the norm; we can help them and try to harness AI's 
potential for teaching and learning.



Poll in Zoom
How about now?
On a scale of -Yes, Maybe, No!-
what are the chances that you might
consider using ChatGPT in your courses?
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Join the Community 
of Practice (CoP)

https://www.usherbr
ooke.ca/performa/en

/communities-of-
practice/supporting-

source-savvy-
students



Link for the 
workshop 
evaluation…

https://forms.office.com/r/gbh4T2aRJj
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